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1 Introduction

Yolicymakers usually adjust the money supply in response to various developments in order

to achieve several objectives such as a high level of economic activity, maintenance of the real

exchange rate within a desired range and price stability. The relative importa.nce assigned to

alternative objectives is one of the factors affecting the magnitude and the direction of the

response of the money supply to various economic developments. For example, if policymakers

are mostly concerned with econonuc activity and employment, they are Gkely to, at least

partially, accommodate recent wage increases. By contrast, if they are concerned mostly with

price stability they are likely to "lean against the wind" by reducing money supply growth in

response to accelerations in wage inflation. If they are concerned mostly with intetnational

competitiveness and the level of the real exchange rate they are likely to loosen the money

supply in response to increases in foreign prices. However, if they are concerned mostly with

price stability they may actually reduce money gt9wth in response to increases in foreign

inflation.

Countries with central banks that have a clear mandate to focus on price stability, and

which are relatively independent from political authorities, are therefore more Gkely to lean

against both domestic and foreign inflationary impulses by making money growth independent

ot those impulses - or even by reducing money growth in response to increases in domestic wage

inflation or foreign price inflation. Following recent literature we refer to central banks that have

more authority and a dearer mandate to focus on price stability as more independent.t Such

considerations lead us to expect that there might be systematic links between the ccefflcients

of the monetary policy reaction function and the degree of central bank autonomy. Actua!

monetary policy, in many cases, is the result of a compromise between the objectives of the

polit.ica] authorities and those of the central bank (CB). The less independent is the CB, the

more Gkely it is that the objective of price stability has lower priority and that actuaJ policy is

rnore accommodative, as well as more activist.

'fhe degree of accommodation, and the monetary policy reaction function generally, is also

likely :o he influenced by the exchange rate regime in effect. For example, a serious commitment

to a tixed exchange rate, as under the Bretton Wood system, is likely to reduce the degree of

-~This iwt~.,n of (leqal) independente ia embedded in mont recent indicee oí centtal bank independence.

F;xamplc~ are Gr81i, Masciandaro and Tabellini (1991), Cultierman, Webb and Neyapti (1992), Cultierman

I 1999), cbapter 19 and F.ijffinger and Schaling (1993).
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accommodation in comparison to a flexible rate. Evidence presented in Alogoskoufis and Smith

(1991) and in Alogoskoufis (1992) suggests that inflation persists more under flexible exchange

rate regimes than under fixed rates. Since more accommodative poGcies lead to more inflation

persistence, this finding is consistent with the view that monetary policy is more accommodative

under flexible than under fixed rates of exchange.

The main objective of this paper is to determine empirically whether accommodation and the

degree of policy activism differ systematically across countries with different degrees of CBI and

different types of exchange rate regimes. This is done in two stages. First reaction functions

and response coefficients are estimated in each country by running time series regressions.

The resulting monetary policy response coefficients are then related to CBI and the type of

exchange rate regime. One novelty of the paper is that it allows for the possibility that the

effects of institutions on the accommodation of domestic wage inflation and of foreign inflation

are different.

The short-run impact of high powered monetary expansion on economic activity, infla-

tion, and the real exchange rate depends on the type of exchange rate regime and also on

whether there is perfect or imperfect substitutability between domestic and foreign currency

denominated assets. With perfect substitutability (and fixed rates), sterilized intervention is

ineffective. Hence, policymakers cannot pick the rate of monetary expansion and the nominal

exchange rate independently and they have essentially only one monetary policy instrument.

With imperfect substitutability, however, authorities can, at least for a while, choose the two

variables independently, by using sterilized interventions in the foreign exchange market to

offset the effects of monetary expansion on the nominal rate. Since our sample includes coun-

tries which aze likely to be in the first group (such as the US, the UK and Japan), as well as

countries which are likely to be in the second group (like Italy and Spain) it is necessary to

distinguish between perfect and imperfect asset substitutability.~

Although the main focus of the paper is empirical, it is instructive to interpret the policy

response coefficients in a conceptual framework in which policymakers try to achieve their

objectives. Given these objectives, policy reaction [unctions depend on the type of exchange

~For non-key currenáea impertect substitutabiGty and eSecGve eteriliaed interventiona is probably the more

common case. This situation is o(ten rein(orced by the existence otezplicit or implicit controla on financial 9owe.

But even for a key currency Gke the US S, recent evidence caats doubt on the conventional view thst eleriliud

interventiona are ineffective. DiNerent points ot view on this iseue cao be found in Almekinders and Eijffinger

(1991), Dominguez and Frankel ( 1993a) and Edison, Henderson and Tryan (1994).
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rate regime as well as on whether sterilized interventions are effective or ineffective. The paper,

accordingly, presents a conceptual (ramework in which poGcy reaction functions depend on the

type of exchange rate regime and on the effectiveness of sterilized interventions.

'Che conceptual framework is presented in Section 2. The data and the estimation of country

specific reaction functíons for 17 industrialized countries are presented in section 3. Evidence

on the relations between accommodation and poGcy activism on one hand, and CBI and type

of exchange rate regime on the other is presented in Section 4. This is followed by concluding

remarks.

2 An Organizational ~amework for the Interpretation of

Monetary Reaction Functions

1'his section presents an organizing framework for interpreting monetary policy reaction func-

tions in four cases:

~ Flexible rate (or dirty float) under perfect substitutability;

~ Fixed peg under perfect substitutability;

~ Flexible rate (or dirty float) under imperfect substitutability;

~ Fixed peg under imperfect substitutability.

We postulate that, given the relevant institutiona] constraints, monetary and exchange rate

policies are chosen so as to minimize the following cost function:

2[N' - N]2 f~[r' - r]Z t 2(xy)z. (1)

líere, N and N' are the (current) actual and desired levels of employment, r and r' are

Lhe (current) actual and desired levels of the real exchange rate and xn is the rate of inflation

in the basket of goods purchased by domestic residents. The real exchange rate is measured

as the ratio of the price of domestically produced goods to that of foreign goods where both

are dc~r.omi~ated in terms of a common currency. Hence, an increase in r corresponds to an

appreciation of the real exchange rate as in the IMF definition 3

~See, fo~ eaample page 50 0( InternoNond Financio! Stotialica, August, 1992.
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The pazameter A reftects the relative emphasis of policy on achievement o( the economic

activity objective versus price stability. The higher is A the stronger is the relative emphasis o(

policy on the first objective. The parameter B reflects the emphasis of policy on achieving real

exchange rate objectives in comparison to price stability. The higher is B the larger the relative

emphasis of policy on the real exchange rate objective. The objective function in equation (1)

should be viewed as the outcome of policy inputs by both the CB and political authorities. The

level o( CBI is expected therefore to affect the size of the parameters A and B. In particular,

we hypothesize that the larger is CBI the lower is A.4

We now turn to the structure of the economy which is characterized by a short-run Phillips

curve due to wage contracts of the Fischer-Taylor type, the relation of ao to inflation of do-

mestically and foreign-produced goods, the relation of prices of domestically produced goods

to wage inflation, (high powered) money growth, changes in foreign prices and the exchange

rate, and a relation between the rate of change in the (nominal) exchange rate on the one hand

and steriGzed and unsterilized interventions on the other. The short-run Phillips curve is given

by:

N- N-i -~e(~ - w-t) t oJ(x~ f e - w-t) f E (~)

where a and ~r' are the rates of inflation in domestically produced, and in foreign goods

respectively, w is the rate of increase in wages, e is the rate of change in the domestic currency

price of foreign exchange and ad and a~ are non-negative parameters. A minus one subscript

designates a one-period lag. Unsubscripted variables refer to current values. Equation (2)

states that the over time change in the level of employment is positively related to the difference

between the rate of inflation in the prices of domestic goods and last period wage inflation and

to the difference between the rate of inflatíon in the (domestic currency) price of foreign goods

and last period wage inflation.

The lag on wage inftation captures the effect of Fischer (1977), Taylor (1980) type con-

tractual elements of wage formation on employment. Given last period's wage settlements,

increases in either domestic or foreign prices raise current employment by raising profit mar-

~A more elaborate formulation in which thie is derived as a result appeare in Chapter 18 of Cukierman ( r992).

Rogoff ( 1985) conaervative CB can be thought of as being characterized by a low value oI A and, in the wider

framework used here, also by a low value of B.
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gins on production for dontestic uses as well as for exports.s e captures changes in employment

which are unrelated to changes in profit mazgins due to changes in real wages. We assume that

c is a whi[e noise process.

The rate of inflation in the cost of goods used by domestic residents is a weighted average

oï the rate of inflation in domestically produced goods and of the rate of inflation in the (home

currency) cost of imported foreign goods. This relationship is given by:

~r' - 7(a~ f e) t(1 - ry)~r, 0 G y C 1. (3)

The rate of inflation in prices of domestically produced goods is affected both by cost push

and by demand pull elements. This is formalized by the following equation:

rr - 62p t 6t w-~ -F 6s(a~ t c), 0 C 6; C 1 (4)

where }t is the rate of growth of high powered money. The effect ot p reflects the influence of

demand pull on the prices of home goods. The second and third terms reflect the effects oí

increases in costs on the rate of inflation. The first term reflects the effect of wages and the last

term reflects the eftect of increases in the cost of imported intermediate inputs. (This effect has

been stressed by Dornbusch (1982) in the context of exchange rate rules.) The lag on wages

reflects the presumption that prices adjust to changes in domestic costs with a lag - which in

the empirical work is a semester. This specification is at least partly adopted to avoid reverse

causality - írom money growth to wage inflation.

~Ne turn next to the specification of the relationship between the rate of change in the nom-

inal exchange rate and the rate of change in relevant financial stocks. The general relationship

1S:

e- Bj t~Gl~ - tG~l~~ t ep, rG, tG~ ~ 0, B~ p (g)

'"I'he ftip coin of this increase in margins is a decrease in real wagea which etimulatee employment i( workers

are willing to work at the lower real wage. This is the case, in turn, when labor eupply ie non-competitive.

Dcrads apl~ear in Cukierman (1992), Chapter 3, Section 6.
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where p' is a vector of rates of expansion of high powered money in "relevant" other countries 6

f is the rate at which the CB engages in sterilized purchases of foreign exchange and ep is the

rate of change in the exchange rate that would have materialized in the absence of either ster-

ilized or unsterilized interventions of any kind. We assume that ey is a white noise process.

Under períect substitutability of financial assets B- 0 and only unsterilized (domestic or for-

eign) interventions a(fect the (nominal) exchange rate. In the presence of some substitutability

between domestic and foreign financial assets B~ 0 and policymakers have the ability to affect

the nominal exchange rate even by relying only on steriGzed interventions.

Other things the same, the real exchange r depreciates (r goes down) when foreign prices

and the nominal exchange rate increase. It appreciates (r goes up) when domestic prices go

up. We approxirnate this relation by:~

r- r-r - A(~ - x' - e). (6)

3 Policy Choices with a Flexible Rate or a Dirty Float Under

Perfect Substitutability

Perfect substitutability of domestic and foreign currency denominated assets (B - 0) implies,

via equation (5) that the choice of money base growth fully determines the nominal exchange

rate given ep and p',. }[ence the choice of ~r by home policymakers affects their objective

function both directly as well as through the effect that base money expansion has on nominal

depreciation or appreciation. We assume that in choosing {t they take al] channels into account.

Formally, the choice of base money expansion is obtained by minimizing equation (1) subject to

the constraints in equations (2) through (6) and the pet(ect substitutability condition, B- 0.

Substituting the constraints into the objective function we obtain the following problem:

A
Min 2[s-t - ad(x - w-t )- a~(A' t ep t rGlt -~~It~ - w-i - E]z t

~[r-r - r~ f A(~ - x~ -[ev f ri~11 -'Glt~])]2 t

(7)

aThe undedying concept of relevance is made more preciae in the empirical part in Seclion 3.

'"fhis is an approzimalion since ~ is nol, in general, constant.
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2[(y t(i-7)ó3)(~'t e,t~G~-~G"~)t (i -ó)ó,w-~ t(i-7)ó~~]'

w here

s-~ - N' - N-i. (8)

Differentiating with respect to p, equating to zero and rearranging we obtain the reaction

function of policymakers for the case of a flexible rate under perfect substitutability:

[AKi(~1 f( 1 - ó~)ae) - BAzóiKs - K3(1 - 7)ói]w-r
1

F~ - D -F[-AK1K4 t BA~Kz - K3ti5]a' f AKt(9-t - e) t BAKz(T~ - r-t)

-t-[Ai11K4 - BA'h2(1 - ó3) t K3K5]'G~{i' f Kóep

where:

(9)

D - AK~ ~ BQ~K~ t K3.

Kl - ~dó2 f [adó3 t aJ]T~~

1Cz - óz - (1 - óa)~.

K3 - f7 t(1 - 7)6a1~G f(1 - 7) ó~.
Ka - oaó3 f a~.

Ks - 7 t (1 - 7)ó3.
Note that except for K~ all the combinations of pazameters aze positive. Kz is probably

positive, since the direct effects oï money growth on prices ( 6z) and on the exchange rate (~)

would be of about the same magnitude, leaving the indirect eflect o( money on domestic prices

through the exchange rate ( 63~) to make the whole expression positive. The explicit forms of

K6 is not displayed since it has no importance for the rest of the discussion. The ccefficients

of the variables on the right-hand side of equation (9) are response coefficients. Each of them

characterizes the response of high powered money expansion to the appropriate right-hand

variable.

The ccefficient of w-~, when it is positive, measures the tendency of monetary authorities to

accummodate wages. However, a glance at this coefficient reveals it is not necessarily positive.

It is positive if policymakers have a high concern for achieving their employment objective (A is
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high), and it is negative if they are mostly concerned with price stability (A and B are small).

In the first case they accommodate wage inflation, and in the second they Ican against it.

The effect of the relative emphasis of policy on real exchange rate ohjectives (B) on the

response coefficient of wages is generally ambiguous. The reason for this is that an increase in p

has two opposing effects on the real exchange rate, r. On one hand, by raising the domestic rate

of inflation x, an increase in p, raises the real exchange rate. On the other hand, by accelerating

the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate e, it lowers the real exchange rate. To

the extent that in the short run the effect of p through financial markets dominates its direct

effect on domestic inflation, an increase in p causes a real depreciation (r goes down), and h"z is

negative. In this case, a relatively strong emphasis on real exchange rate objectives reentorces

the tendency to accommodate wages. However, when the direct effect of {r on domestic inftation

dominates its effect through the exchange rate, a relatively strong emphasis on real exchange

rate objectives weakens the tendency to accommodate wages (h"q 1 0 in this case).

The coe(ficient of foreign inflation, n', is likely to be negative. Note that both the price

stability motive as well as the employment motives contribute to this negative sign. The

intuition underlying the first effect is obvious; concern for price stability induces policymakers to

lean against foreign inflation. The contribution of employment is negative because, other things

the same, an increase in foreign prices raises domestic employment by raising profit margins

of exporters. As a consequence, the urge to stimulate employment by means of monetazy

expansion diminishes.

The coefficient otlagged unemployment, s-~, is positive and larget the larger is the relative

emphasis oí policy on employment considerations. It reflects the well-known Barro-Gordon

inftationary bias 8 The (absolute value of the) coefficient of the discrepancy in the previous

period, between the desired and the actual real exchange rate is larger, the larger is B. Its sign

depends on Kz. When ti2 is negative, a larger discrepancy is associated with a lower rate of

monetary expansion, sínce an increase in p reduces the real exchange rate. Monetary expansion

in other countries is likely to cause home monetary expansion. Domestic poticymakers tend

to accommodate foreign monetary expansion in this case, even if they lean against foreign

inftation.

'Details appear in ChapLer 3 0( Culcierman (1992).
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3.1 Policy Choices Under a Peg and Perfect 5ubstitutability

Perfect substitutability (B - 0) implies via equation (5) that the choice of money hase expansion

fully determines the nominal exchange rate, given ey and Ei . With the exchange rate pegged

(e - 0) F~ has to be chosen so as to maintain it fixed. It tollows from equation (5) that:

1
ir - ~ (~~Ira - en). (10)

Hence, under a peg with perfect substitutability there is no accommodation of, nor leaning

against, wage and foreign price inflation. However, there is accommodation of foteign money

growth.

3.2 Policy Choices Under a Peg and Imperfect Substitutability

With imperfect substitutahility (B ~ 0) the fixed peg (e - 0) can be maintained for any given

rate of monetazy expansion, by appropriate choice of steriGzed interventions (J) in the foreign

exchange market.9 [t follows from (5) that

1
j - áftG'Ir' - ~Ir - ep1.

This leaves the rate of growth of high powered money free for the minimization of the

objective function in equation (1). Using the constraints in equations (2) through (6) and the

constraini. e- 0 in equation (I) we obtain:

Min 2[s-t - ae(btw-t t óZft t á3x' - w-t - a!(x~ - w- t) - t~z (12)

t~[r-i - r' f A(6t w-t } ó2cu t ó3~r' - ~r'))Z

f 2~7A~ f(I - 7)(ótw-1 } tizl~ t b3a')~z.

After rearrangement the first-order condition for this problem yields the following reaction

fnnction:~a

"In praceio:, there are limita to this divergence.
~ol'unnally thie reaction function can be obtained as a particular case of the reaction [unction in equation (9)

for thc rasr, y- ~C.' - ev - 0.
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1
F~ - ~~ ~ (13)

where

[Aad(a1 t ( 1 - ói)ad) - BQ~6~ - (1 - 7)I7 t ( 1 -7)h~~)TL'-~

t~-Aad(adó3 t aJ) t BÁi~ - ~1 - Í)I~i t(1 - Í )63~)1f.
tAad(s-~ - c) t BQ(r' - r-~ )

~'-6z(AadtBp~t(1-y)')~o. (la)

The main difference between this reaction function and the one in equation (9),for perfect

substitutability, is that the parameters ~ and ~' and the variable eP do not appear in it. The

reason is that under a peg and imperfect substitutability their values are of no consequence

since (as is clear from equation (11)) their effects on p are neutralized by appropriate choice of

Í.

Examination of the reaction function in equation (13) reveals that, as was the case under a

flexible rate with perfect substitutability, policymakers are more likely to accommodate wages

the larger is A. However, unlike in that case, a larger B makes it more likely that policymakers

will lean against wage inflation since now an increase in ta raises the real exchange rate - as

dces wage inflation. Hence a higher concern for the real exchange rate is associated with a

stronger effort to offset the effect of wages on the real exchange rate by means of a lower rate

of monetary expansion. Thus, ceteris paríbus, the coefficient of lagged wage inflation is more

likely to be negative under a peg with imperfect substitutability than under a flexible rate with

perfect substitutability.

If B is sufficiently large in comparison to A, the coefficient of foreign inflation is positive.

Foreign inflation reduces the real exchange rate and, under a peg with imperfect substitutabil-

ity, b2se growth increases it. This induces an accommodative pattern between p and x'. This

accommodative tendency rises with the relative concern of policy for achieving its real ex-

change rate objective. As was the case under a ftexible rate with perfect substitutability, the

coefficient of unemployment is positive reflecting a Barro-Gordon inflationary bias. However,

the ccefficient of r' - r-~ is now unambiguously positive since an increase in ~ induces a real

appreciation by raising domestic prices.

An important feature of the reaction function for a peg under imperfect substitutability
is that base expansion does not depend on the rates of base expansion in other countries.
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The reason obviously is that this link is neutralized by means of sterilized interventions that

maintain the nominal exchange rate at a fixed parity.

3.3 Policy Choices Under a Flexible Rate and Imperfect Substitutability

With a ftexible exchange rate and imperfect substitutability of assets ( B 1 0) base growth,

~, and the rate of nominal depreciation, e, can be chosen independently by appropriate choice

of sterilized interventions, j(see (5)). It tollows that policymakers have two instruments for

achieving their objectives, ~ and e.tt Using the constraints in equations (2) through (6) in

equation (1) we obtain the following problem for this case:

Min A[s-t - od((x - w-t )- o~(a' t e- w-t )- c)Z (15)
{~,~} 2

f~~r-t - r~ t Q(x - ~~ - e)]z f 2(7(x~ f e) f (I - 7)x]2.

Differentiating with respect to p and e, equating each of those first order conditions to 0

and soh-ing for p we obtain (after substantial algebra) the following reaction function:

~A~pz(od t oJ)(I - 6t - 63)f

AI~Yod -(1 - 7)o11[ótaJ t{II - Dl - á31~i t s3}{ad -i' 01}1

W- ó2~~„ tBQ26t((1 - 27)I7 t(I - 7)6311w-i

t~t[(7 f(1- 7)63)(7nd -(I - 7)~~) f BR'(I - ó3)(~d f~~)1(s-t - E)
tBp2~A(adba t ot)(ad t a!) f 7 t( I - 7)ó3](r' - r-1).

where

U~~ - A~7od - (1 - 7)01]2 } B(iz~l t A(ad t a J)z]. (17)

As was the case under a fixed exchange rate with imperfect substitutability, foreign rates

of monetary base expansion do not appear in the reaction function. The reason is the same.

:1tty undesired effect of foreign monetary expansion on the nominal exchange rate is offset by

11 Note that the choice of both p and e determinea not only the ( new) ]evel ot high powered money but aleo

the composition o( CB assets between assets which are denominated in toreign curreocy and aseets that sre

denominated in domestic currency.
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appropriate sterilized interventions in the foreign exchange market. Contrary to the case of a

fixed peg, however, foreign inflation also does not enter into the reaztion function. The intuítive

reason is that now nominal exchange rate changes offset any effect of foreign inflation on the

sum x' } e.

Examination of equation (16) reveals that the coefficient of lagged wages is likely to be (but

is not necessarily) positive. A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for accommodation of

wages by policymakers is:

1 7 ~ a, ~Ï d
(18)

This condition states that the weight of foreign inflation, relative to that of domestic inflation

in the cost of goods used by domestic residents, is larger than the ratio of the effects on

unemployment (equation (2)) of foreign inflation and of domestic inflation.

Contrary to all other cases, the coefficient of s-t - c is not necessarily positive, although

that seems to be likely. Equation (18) is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for this to

be the case. Finally the coefficient of r' - r-t is positive. Positive discrepancies between the

desired a.nd the lagged actual real exchange rate are accommodated. The reason is that any

effects of p on objectives via e are neutralized by means of sterilized interventions in the foreign

exchange market, leaving only the direct effect of ~ on the real exchange rate. This raises the

rate of inflation in the price of domestically produced goods, thereby pushing the real exchange

rate upward.

3.4 The Effect of Central Bank Independence on the Accommodation of

Wages

A commonly held view is that the central bank is relatively more concerned with price stability

than the central government or the treasury. This view implies that the paramter A in equation

(1) is lower the higher the degree of CBI. A fuller exposition of this hypothesis and its bases

appears in Chapter 18 of Cukierman (1992). The main message of this subsection is that,

under plausible conditions, the tendency to accommodate wages is stronger the higher is A. tZ

In conjunction with the hypothesis above, this implies that the degree of accommodation of

wages and CBI are inversely related.

~~Thie statement obviously excludea the case of a fixed peg under perfect aubstitutability for which the reaction

function does not depend on w-i. See equation (10).
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3.5 Summary of Qualitative Implications

'I'he following table summarizes the main qualitative impGcations for policy reaction Cunctions

under alternative exchange rate regimes and alternative assumptions about the effectiveness of

(sterilized) interventions.

The simplest case is pegged with perfect substitutability of foreign and domestic assets;

then the domestic money accommodates only foreign money gtowth and leans against random

shocks to the exchange rate. With a floating rate and perfect substitutability, the latter two

relations hold, and in addition, the domestic monetazy authorities can accommodate or lean

against the effects of lagged wages, the lagged real exchange rate, unemployment and foreign

inflation. With imperfect substitutability, the need to accommodate to foreign money growth

and exchange market shocks is less or even zero with eithet pegged or floating rates, and with

a float there is also no need to react to foreign inflation.



Table 1: Summary of Qualitative Implications a

Degree of Substitutability

Exchange Rate Regime

Flexible or

No Effective Sterilized

Interventions

(Perfect Substitutability)

1. C of w-~ ~ 0 for sufficiently
large A - s and B- s

provided KZ G 0.
2. Cofa'GOifh'zGO.

3.Cofs-~-e~0.

Effectíve Sterilized

[nterventions

(Imperfect Substitutability)

1. C of w-i ~ 0 under condition

(18)andyGl~2ora

sufficiently small B

2.Cofa'-0.

3. C of s-r - c~ 0 under

condition (18) or for a

sufficiently large B.

4. C of r-~ G 0.

5.Cof~i'p'-0.

6. Cofey-0.

1. C of w-t G O for

sufficiently small A- s and large

B - s.

2. C of a' G 0 for sufficiently

large A- s and small B- s.

3.Cofs-~-c10.

4.Cofr-~GO.

5.Cof~,'p'-0.

6.CofeD-O.

Dirty Float

Peg

" C stands (or coefficient.

4. Cofr-~ ~Oifh"2G0.

5. Coftli`p' ~OifKzGO.

6. CofepGOiftizGO.

1.Cofw-~-0.

2.Cofa'-0.

3. Co(s-~-c-0.

4.Cofr-~-0.

5.Cof~,'p'~0.

6. Cofe~GO.

Importantly, the table suggests that money growth dces not react to foreign rates of mon-

etary expansion when sterilized interventions aze effective. The reason is that, in this case,

the effects o[ foreign rates of monetary expansion on objectives is offset by means of sterilized
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interventions alone.

4 Estimation of Country Specific Reaction Functions

This section presents estimates of monetary reaction functions for 17 industrial economies.

Since (at least initíally) we do not know whether sterilized interventions aze, or are not, effective

we estimate two alternative sets of reaction functions.13 One - which corresponds to the first

case - includes foreign rates of monetary expansion along with the other variables as regressors.

'I'he other - which corresponds to the second case - constrains the coefficients of foreign rates

of monetary expansion to zero.

4.1 Sample and Data

Monetary reaction functions were estimated for 17 industrial economies from the mid seventies

to the end of the eightir~ using semi annual dat~,. For most countries the sample period is from

the second semester of 1975 to the second semester of 1990. 14The sample period is largely

dictated by the availabiGty of data.

'I'he semi-annual rate of base money growth is calculated as the rate of expansion of average

quarterly levels, between quarter t and quarter t- 2, of reserve money from the IMF - Inter-

national Financial Statistics (IFS).ls The real exchange rate is also from the IFS. Tite IMF

defines it as the ratio between an index of domestic prices and a weighted average of foreign

prices, where both are expressed in terms of a common currency. This definition implies that

an increase in the index corresponds to a real appreciation and a decrease to a real deprecia-

tion. 'The IFS provide a number of such indices based on alternative measures of domestic and

foreign prices. We experimented with measures that aze based on unit labor costs, normalized

unit labor costs and export unit values. Since the results are broadly insensitive to the choice

t''Il ia likely that for non-key currencies, Gke the Italían Lira and the Spanish Peseta eubstitntability is

imperfect. But even for key currencies like the US S and the D-Mark the evidence is mized (Domingaez and

Frankel (1993a) and (]993b)).
"Tbe ezceplions are Spain, Switzerland and the UK. Due to data limitalions, the sample periods for tbex

countries are 1979-2 lill 1990-2, 1977-2 till 1983-2 and 1980-2 till 1990.2, reapectively.
'SFor ezample, the rate o[ growth corresponding to the first eemester of 1975 ís calculated as the average

nf April, May and June 1975 divided by the average of October, November and December 197q ( minus one).

Similarly, the observation of the second aemester of 1975 is obtained as the average of October, November and

DecemF,er 1975 divided by the average of April, May and June 1975 ( minua one).
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of index, all the empirical results in the paper are for real exchange rates in terms of a single

measure - the real exchange rate in terms o( export unit values. A rise (fall) in the index

corresponds to a loss (gain) in competitiveness. The weights of foreign prices are derived from

the share of each country in total of manufacturing exports.ts The original data are quarterly.

Semi-annual observations are simple averages of the quarterly observations. In line with the

discussion of the previous section the lagged value of this variable is entered as a regressor.

Foteign price inflation is proxied by the rate of inflation in the weighted average of the export

unit value8 oC these countries. The feve(of this variable in terms o(domestic currency is obtained

by dividing domestic export unit values in local currency by the real exchange rate. This level

is then used to calculate a semi-annual rate of inflation for the same periods as the measure

of the rate oC expansion of high powered money. The resulting expression reflects changes

in foreign prices as well as changes in nominal exchange rates. Sincc the final proxy required

should reflect only foreign prices we subtract from it a weighted average of semi-annual changes

in nominal exchange rates between the home currency and "relevant" foreign currencies. The

separation follows trom the theoretical framework in which the nominal exchange rate is a

choice variable of domestic policymakers whereas foreign price inflation is taken as given by

them. The choice of "relevant" foreign currencies and their weights is judgemental and varies

from country to country. The weights used appear in part 1 of the appendix.

The divergence between desired and actual employrnent is proxied by the rate of unemploy-

ment except in the case of France for which, due to data problems, vacancies are used instead.

Since the original data is quarterly semi-annual observations are obtained as averages of quar-

terly observations.l~ To avoid problems of reverse causality and in line with the conceptual

framework of Section 2, these variables are entered with a one period lag.

The original data on nominal wages is in quarterly levels.ts Semi-annual increases in wages

are obtained by first averaging the levels of the two quarterly observations within each semester

and by calculating semi-annual rates of increase between these averages.

~"Further details appear on page 7 0( the July 1991 issue o[ the [FS and in McGuirk ( 1986) and Wickham

(198? ).

~rThe data is [rom the OF.CD - Main F,conomic Indicatora - Hiatoncd Rernea.

~aTheee are wages in the manu(acturing aector and they are obtained from the IMF-IFS.



4.2 Estimation of Reaction Functions Without Foreign Reserve Money

Growth

All reaction (unctions were estimated by ordinary least squares. Most country regressions are

based on thirty semi-annual observations. Results are summazized in Table 2. Constant terms

of the reaction functions in equations (13) and (15) like r' are implicitly incorporated into the

regressions' constants and white noise shocks like c- into the regressions' residuals.

A quick look at the table suggests that more often than not response ccefficients are not

significant. In some cases like Sweden and the UK the goodness of fit is very poor and none

of the coefficients is significant.ts The significant ccefficients do, however, provide relevant

information. It is instructive to focus on the coefficient of one regressor at a time and to

compare it across countries.

The response to wage inflation is significant in France, Belgium, Germany, Austria and

Finland, But it is positive in the first two countries and negative in the remaining three.

Thus, while France and Belgium accommodate recent wage inflation, monetary authorities in

Germany, Austria and Finland consistently lean against it. By interpreting those ccefficients

in terms of the conceptual framework of Section 2 it is possible to learn something from these

findings about the relative emphasis of poGcy in those countries. Most if not all oí them main-

tained fixed pegs during the sample period. The coefficients of wage inflation are therefore

interpretable in terms of equation (13). This equation suggests that countries whose poGcy-

makers have a strong concern for employment (large A) will accommodate past wage inflation.

Countries with a relatively high concern for price stability (low A) and~or relatively high con-

cern for foreign competitiveness (high B) will lean against wage inflation by reducing monetazy

growth in reaction to accelerations in wage inflation. This findings are therefore consistent with

the view that policymakers in France and Belgium have put a stronger emphasis on employ-

ment while policymakers in Germany, Austria and Finland have shown more concern for price

stability and~or external competitiveness.

Turning to the countries with significant foreign inflation coefficients, we note that the US

and Spain accommodate foreign inflation, whereas Switzerland and Denmark lean against it.

Since they have maintained fixed pegs the coefficients of Spain and Denmark are interpretable

in terms of nquation (13). The positive Spanish ccefficient is consistent with the view that

~"An inFignificant ccefficient might reflect a lack o[ any reaction by the tountry'e centtal bank, but could aleo

nflect a lac~ of consistency in the strength or direction of responsen.



Table 2: Policy Reaction Functions Without Feedbacks trom Foreign Reserve Money Growtt~u

Dependent Variable: Domestic reserve money growth (N)

Country
Japan

Switzerland

Sweden

Denmark

Canada

USA

UK`

Austria

Finland

Germany

Belgium

Franceb

Ireland

Nethcrlands

Italy

Norway

Spain

Wage Inflation Foreign Real Exchange Unemployment
Constant - Lagged (m-1) Inflation (á ) Rate-Lagged (r-~) -Lagged (a-~) R~ Dlt'
-0.29 -0.34 -0.03 0.00 0.04 0.12 l.ï
0.115 0.573 0.666 O.I38 0.249

0.13 1.64 -0.40' -0.00 0.07 0.15 1.9
0.778 0.148 0.109 0.736 0.490

-0.08 -0.16 -0.22 0.00 -0.0t
0.876 0.847 0.439 0.710 0.711

2.12 -3.81 -1.85' -0.01 -0.06
0.267 0.992 0.103 0.352 0.296

-0.07 0.05 -0.04 0.00 0.00
0.450 0.930 0.790 0.394 0.675

0.07 -0.32 0.11" -0.00 -0.00
0.150 0.432 0.040 0.632 0.897

-0.70 -1.45 0.07 0.00 0.00
0.936 0.511 0.854 0.871 0.791

0.019 -0.26" -0.12 0.00 -0.01
0.882 0.00 0.437 0.639 0.127

1.45' -2.64" -0.21 -0.11' -0.0'l
0.068 0.042 0.731 0.092 U.542

-0.24 -1.62" -0.09 0.00" 0.00
0. l 15 0.031 0.248 0.240 0. ï 85

0.03 0.77" - 0.01 -0.00 -0.00
0.823 0.026 0.956 0.818 0.683

-0.06 1.06" -0.00 0.00 -0.00'
0.776 0.009. 0.986 0.640 0.063

0.02 -0.57 0.02 0.00 -0.01
0.969 0.331 0.940 0.708 0.174

0.22 0.63 0.33 -0.00 0.00
0.141 0.352 0.146 0.173 0.363

-0.07
0.619

-0.18 -0.00 0.00 -0.01'
0.264 0.955 0.139 0.015

0.12 -0.49 0.11 -0.00 -0.02
0.520 0.250 0.755 0.933 0.135

0.7 i 0.08 1.25" -0.01 0.01

-0.11 2.5

0.03 I .9

-0.04 2.6

0.03 2.9

-0.22 2.8

0.42 2.6

0 15 2.4

0.21 1.8

0.19 2.5

0.22 2.4

-0.03 2.9

-0.02 2.6

0.20 2.0

0.01 3.4

0.10 2.0
0.546 0.763 0.038 0.435 0.720



~ The first number in each cell is the coefficien[ and the second number is its significance level.
The typical regression is based on thirty semi-annual observations except for Spain (22),
the U.K. ( 20) and Switzerland (14).

.'- significant at about the 10 per cent level or more but not more than 5 per cent

."- significant at the 5 per cent level or more.

b Vacancies are used instead of unemployment.

`{~ is calculated Crom end of period stocks.
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its policymakers were concerned mostly with the maintenance of foreign competitiveness. The

negative Danish coefficient is consistent with the view that Danish poGcymakers were concerned

mostly with price stability and~or employment. The interpretation of the US and of the Swiss

coefficients is more problematic. Their currencies float and their financial assets aze likely

to be characterized by perfect substitutability. These coe(ficients are there(ore potentially

interpretable in terms of equation (9). But perfect substitutability requires the presence of

foreign rates of reserve money expansion (p') as regressors. Those rates do not appear in

Table 2. Since this is actually done below, we postpone the discussion of the responses to

foreign price inflation in the US and in Switzerland. ~o

The coefficient of the real exchange rate is significant and positive in Germany and significant

and negative in Finland. In víew of equation (13) this is consistent with the conclusion that

the negative Finnish coefficient is due to a high concern for international competitiveness. The

positive German ccefficient is inconsistent with the underlying presumptions of equation (13)

which are perfect substitutability and a fixed peg.z1

The negative and significant coefficient of vacancies in France yields further support to the

view that its policymakers emphasize employment considerations. The significantly negative

coefficient of unemployment in Italy is not interpretable within the framework of the reaction

function in equation (13).

4.3 Reaction Functions with Foreign Reserve Money Growth

An important implication of the conceptual tramework in Section 2 is that, under perfect

substitutability, monetary reaction functions depend on foreign rates of monetary expansion.

To allow tor this possibility the rates of reserve money expansion of some key currencies are

added as regressors to the equations in Table 2. To be consistent with the procedure used to

calculate toreign price inflation, only the foreign rates of expansion ot key currencies that have

non zero weights in part 1 of the appendix are entered as regressors.2~ The equations in Table

2 are then reestimated by least squares. Results appear in Table 3.

The addition of foreign rates of monetary expansion to reaction functions is pazticulazly

pln the presence o[ foreign rates o( base expansion the US coe(ficient remaina positive and significant and the

Swiss coefficienl becomea insignifitant.

~~In the regression with p' as a regressor this ccefficient becomes insignificant.
~~lo Germany, íor example, the hypothesized reference carrencies are the S and the Yen. Aence only the ratea

of reserve expansion of those two currencies are added as regressors to the German reaction [unction.



Table 3: Policy Reaction Functions With Feedbacks from Foreign Reserve Money Growtha

De~endent Vaziable: Domestic reserve money growth (~a)

Country
Japan

Switzerland

Sweden

Denmark

Canada

USA

UK`

Auatria

Finland

Rates o[ Reserve Ezpansion
Wage Inflation Foreign Real Exchange Unemployment

Constant - Lagged (w-~) Inflation (x') Rate - Lagged (r-~) Lagged (s-~) DM Yen S t fiz OW
-0.15 -0.55 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.38" 0.70" 0.47 2.4
0.309 0.246 0.635 0.240 0.937 0.027 0.017

0.91" -0.32 0.097 -0.01" 0.13"
0.001 0.437 0.635 0.001 0.002

-0.11 -0.05 -0.17 0.00 -0.00
0.827 0.956 0.565 0.753 0.927

1.64" 1.23" 0.95 1.6
0.003 0.021

0.33 0.62 -0.16
0.588 0.350 0.878

2.18 -2.86 1.78 -0.15 -0.05
0.348 0.646 0.163 0.408 0.450

-0.16' -0.25 -0.20 0.00" -0.00
0.051 0.578 0.119 0.040 0.556

0.03 -0.11 0.10" -0.00 0.00
0.535 0.759 0.056 0.924 0.980

-0.62 0.28 0.20 0.00 0.00
0.243 O.B48 0.477 0.651 0.T36

].50 -0.55 -I.OT
0459 0.788 0.762

0.10 0.19 0.69"
0.497 0.284 0.036

-0.03 0.34"
0.794 0.005

-0.27 1.05 3.82"
0.692 0.143 0.001

0.01 -0.26" - 0.12 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.883 0.000 0.466 0.657 0.135 0.975

1.10 -2.35' -0.36 -0.01 0.01 -0.14 0.58 -3.86"

0.39 '?.5

0.31 2.7

0.59 2.2

0.40 2.6

0.30 2.4
0.160 0.065 0.523 0.200 0.685 0.858 0.537 0.011



Table 3 (cont'd)

Country
Germany

Belgium

Francé

Ireland

Netherlanda

Italy

Norway

Spain

Wage [nflation
Conatant - Lagged (w-r)
-0.20 -058
0.205 0.692

0.07 0.62
0.684 0.138

-0.12 1.12"
0.633 0.007

0.02 -0.53
0.956 0.434

0.35" I.06
0.032 0.126

-0.08 -0.17
0.623 0.362

0.08 -0.57
0.655 0.122

0.65 0.06
0.601 0.857

Foreign Real Ezchange Unemployment
Inflation (x') Rate - Lagged (r-1) Lagged (a-,)
-0.09 0.00 0.00
0.366 0.192 0.606

-0.01 -0.00 -0.00
0.926 0.753 0.501

-0.04 0.00 -0.00'
0.802 0.484 0.072

0.01 0.00 -0.01
0.968 O.i41 0.198

0.29 -0.00 0.00
0.175 0.045 0.392

-0.0t 0.00 -0.01"
0.878 0.158 0.028

0.26 0.00 -0.02
0.405 0.980 0.121

1.26" -0.01 0.01
0.044 0.484 0.698

Rates of Reeerve Expansion

DM Yen S L R' DW

0.36 -0.11 0.19 1.7
0.261 0.802

-0.11
0.525

0.496 0.917
-0.01 -0.37 -0.01 0.17 2.4

0.17 2.4

-0.07 2.9

0.08 2.5

-0.09 0.02 0.09 2.0
0.750 0.715

-O.JB 0.32" 0.33 2.6
0.615 0.029

0.05 2.0

a The first number in each cell is the coefficient and the second number is its significance level.
The typical regression is based on thirty semi-annual observations except for Spain (22), the U.K. (20) and Switzerland (]4).

~ t- significant at about the 10 per cent level or more but not more than 5 per cent

~"- significant at the 5 per cent level or more.

6 Vacancies are used instead of unemployment.

`~ is calculated from end oí period stocks.

0.966

0.02
0.905

-0.41'
0.067

-0.01
0.898

0.40
0.213

-0.19
0.861
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important for countries that are likely to be characterized by perfect or neaz perfect substi-

tutability. Obvious candidates are the US, the UK, Germany, Japan, Switzerland and Canada.

This conjecture is partially supported because (except for Germany) the addition of foreign re-

serve expansion results in a substantial improvement in the goodness of fit and yields generally

significant coef6cients on ~a'in those countries. The coefficients on foreign reserves expansion

suggest that reserve money growth in the US responds to that of the Yen, in the UK it responds

to growth o[ the Dollar, in Japan and Switzerland it respond to those of the D-Mark and the

Dollaz and reserve money growth in Canada responds to money growth in the US.

The coefficients o( foreign price inflation for Spain and the US which are positive and

significant in Table 2 remain positive and significant in Table 3 as well. The result for the

US is interpretable in terms of equation (9) which corresponds to the case of a flexible rate

with perfect substitutability. This equation implies that jointly sufficient conditions for the

coefficient of a' to be positive are a high concern for external competitiveness and Kz ~ 0.

The last condition is satisfied in turn when the direct effect ot reserve money growth un duu~eatic

prices is large in comparison to its effect on the nominal rate of exchange. The coefficients of

a' in Switzerland and Denmark are now insignificant.

Turning to lagged wage inflation, we observe that all the coefficients that were significant in

'rable 2 have, in Table 3, the same signs that they had in Table 2. But only the Austrian, Finnish

and French coefficients remain significant. Thus the conclusion that Austria and Finland lean

against wage inflation while France accommodates it is supported by Table 3 as well. Since

Belgium is Gkely to be characterized by imperfect substitutability it is Gkely that the more

relevant regressíon for this country (in which w-1 is significant) is the one in Table 2.

The coefficient of the lagged value of the real exchange rate is significant in Switzerland and

Canada. The sign of this coefficient is negative in the first case and positive in the second.

The significance of the coef6cient indicates (as can be seen from equation (9)) that Swiss and

Canadian monetary authorities are sensitive to real exchange rate considerations. The negative

Swiss coefficient is consistent with a positive value of Kz and the positive Canadian ccefficient

with a negative value of Kz. A positive value of K~ obtains when the direct effect of base

expansion on domestic prices dominates its effect on them through the depreciation that it

induces in the nominal exchange rate. A negative value of Kz obtains when the second effect

dontiuatcs the first one.

.rne r.oefficient of lagged unemployment is positive and significant in Switzerland. The
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coefficient of vacancies is negative and significant in France, as it was in Table 2. Both results

are consistent with the view that monetary policy in these countries is sensitive to employment

considerations. A significant and negative cce(ficient of unemployment for Italy occurs again.

It is hard to interpret within the framework of Section 2.

The coefficient of base UK money growth is positive and significant in the Norwegian reac-

tion function. All other ccefficients in this reaction function are insignificant. The theory from

Section 2 indicates that we should expect such a result under perfect substitutability provided

the Norwegian currency is pegged to the Sterling. Under the presumption that it pegs to the

D-Mark, the significantly negative coefficient of German reserve money growth in the Dutch

reaction function is puzzling.

4.4 Summary

Most of the significant coefficients in both Tables 2 and 3 are consistent with the implications o(

the conceptual framework in Section 2. The conjunction of empirical results with theory often

allows us to learn something about the relative importance that monetary authorities in various

countries give to alternative objectives. In a small number of cases significant coefficients are

not interpretable within the conceptual framework proposed here. This may be due to chance

but also to incompleteness of the theory.

Since the main focus of the paper ís on the relationship between accommodative tendencies

on one hand and central bank independence and types of exchange rate regimes on the other

a more thorough investigation of the few discrepancies between theory and empirical findings

is left for future work.

5 The Relationship Between Accommodation Cum Activism,

and Central Bank Autonomy and the Type of Exchange

Rate Regime

This section presents cross sectional evidence on the relation between the response ccefficients of

the previous section on one hand, and central bank autonomy (CBA) and the type of exchange

rate regime on the other.

The degree of accommodation is characterized mainly in terms of the response of high

powered money growth to wage inflation and foreign price inflation. Activism is characterized
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in terms o(the response of money growth to the rate of unemployment. The higher algebraically

is either one of these three coefficients, the higher the degree of accommodation or of activism

of the respective variable by the monetary authorities.

The conceptual framework does not always deliver entirely unambiguous implications (or

the relationship between the degree of accommodation and CBA. But, to the extent that cross

country differences in CBA are reflected mostly as variations in the parameter A- with higher

CBA corresponding to a lower A- the accommodation of wage inflation and o( unemployment

is likely to be stronger in countries with less independent central banks.

}íow about the type of exchange rate regime? The discussion of Section 2 implies that

under perfect substitutability there should be no accommodation of wages, foreign prices and

unemployment when the exchange rate is pegged. Nor should there be any response to the

real exchange rate in this case. Imperfect substitutability, however, makes the picture murkier.

As can be seen írom an examination of equation (13) a fixed peg does not necessarily induce

zero accommodation in this case. Since the currencies of many of the countries with hxed pegs

in the sample are also likely to be characterized by imper(ect substitutability the conceptual

framework dces not necessarily produce a clear cut implication about the relation between the

type oCexchange rate regime and the degree of accommodation. Ultimately, therefore, the type

of relationship between the degree of accommodation on one hand, and CBA or the type of

exchange rate regime on the other has to be settled on empirical grounds-

5.1 Empirical Methodology

At first blush an ohvious test of the effect oí institutional arrangernents (like CBA and the

exchange rate regime) on the degree of accommodation would be to regress each type of ac-

commodation coef6cient on the appropriate institutional indices. But since the significance

varies across coefficients and many are statistically insignificant, such a procedure would intro-

duce a lot of noise into the measurement of the dependent variable. An attractive procedure

would reflect both the size of the accommodation coefficients and their significance. A natural

randidate is the ratio between the magnitude of an estimated coefficient and its variance, as

reflected in its t-statistic. We therefore test for potential links between the degree of accommo-

dation and monetary institutions by running cross sectional regressions of t-statistics of each

type ~if coefficient from the first stage regressions of the previous section on indices of institu-

tional arrangements. The resulting regressions are referred to as "second stage regressions."
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The paper focuses on the effect of monetary institutions on the accommodation of wages, and

foreign príces and on the degree of activism as reflected in the response of monetary policy to

unemployment.23

Two measures of CBA are used as regressors. One is an aggregate (weighted) index of legal

independence (LI), and the other is the political vulnerability (V) of the central bank. The

legal measure is taken from Cukierman, Webb and Neyapti (1992).24 Political vulnerability o(

the CB is defined as the fraction of political transitions that is followed within six months by

a replacement of the central bank governor. This index is developed in Cukierman and Webb

(1994 ).

Regressors for the type of exchange rate regime are introduced by means of two dummy

variables. The first, PU, assumes a value of one if the exchange rate is pegged unilaterally and

zero otherwise. The second, PC, assumes a value oí one if the exchange rate is pegged coopera-

tively and zero otherwise. These definitions imply that the coefficient of PU in the second stage

regressions measures the differential impact on accommodation between a unilateral peg and a

flexible rate and the ccefficient of PC measures the differential impact between a cooperative

peg and a flexible rate. The classification of countries by type of exchange rate regime appears

in part 2 of the appendix. During the sample period Germany was part of the EMS. It is

therefore classified as being pegged cooperatively. However, since the German Mark floated

against other key currencies like the US Dollar we also experimented with a classification of

Germany as being flexible. Since this reclassification did not affect the qualitative results all

the second stage regressions presented here treat the D-Mark as being pegged cooperatively.

Second stage regressions that relate the degree of accommodation of wage inflation to CBA

and to the type of exchange rate regime are summarized in Table 4. The first two regressions

use measures of accommodation obtained from Table 2 which excludes foreign rates of monetazy

expansion ~'. The next two use measures of accommodation trom Table 3 that íncludes foreign

rates of monetary expansion. The next two regressions use measures of accommodation from

first stage regressions that include ~' in countries that aze likely to be characterized by perfect

substitutability and measures of accommodation from first-stage regressions without ~a' in the

remaining countries. Some of the second stage regressions in Table 4 include an index of

~3Setond etage regresaions have been estimated ako for the response to the real exchange rate. But no
aignificant effecta o[ either CBI or the type of exchange rate regime on this responae were found.

7tDetaila on the construction of thia index can be (ound in the article or in Chapter 19 of Cultierman (1992).



Table 4: Secand Stage Regressions - The Effect oC Central Bank Independence and Type of Exchange Rate Regime on the
Accominodation oC Wagesa

Dependeut Vaziable: t-statistic oí lagged wage inflation trom first stage regressions (FSR)

Type of First Stage Regression
Used in Second Stage
1) F5R without foreign reserve expansion

2) FSR without foreign reserve expansion

3) FSR. with foreign reserve expansion

4) FSR with (oreign reserve expansion

5) Mixed FS R6

6) Mixed FRS with lagged foreign
reserve expansionb

7) Italy excluded - FSR without
foreign reserve expansion

Legal Central Bank Unilateral Cooperative --
Independence Vulnerability Peg Peg

Constant (LI) (V) (PU) (PC) R~ DW
1.72 -4.92' -2.21" 0.34 0.34 2.5
0.115 0.051 - 0.043 0.695

0.69
0.520

-3.14 4.56' -2.46' 0.01
0.177 0.067 0.018 0.987

0.46 1.8

0.44 2.6

0.49 2.1

0.48 2.3

0.59 2.0

0.90 -3.70' -1.63' 1.03
0.274 0.054 0.054 0.144

0.26 -2.63 2.885 -1.79" 0.823
0.771 0.168 0.146 0.032 0.225

0.57 -3.20 3.23 -2.11" 0.63
0.566 0.140 0.148 0.025 0.400

0.78 -3.67' 4.82" -2.41" 0.19
0.408 0.076 0.030 0.009 0.787

1.01 -3.91' 4.12' -2.45" 0.35 0.53 1.9
0.350 0.100 0.089 0.016 0.664

' Cross sectional regressions over 17 countries except for the last regression that excludes Italy. The full list of countries appeaz in pazt 1
of the appendix.

~'- significant at about the 10 per cent level or more but not more than 5 per cent

~"- significant at the 5 per cent level or more.

6 The mixed regressions combine the t-statistics from FSR includíng foreign reserve expansion - for the US, the UK, Japan, Canada,
Germany and Switzerland - with t-statistics from FSR eacluding foreign reserve expansions - for the remaining countries.
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political vulnerability of the central bank and some do not. The last equation in the table is a

replication of the second one without Italy.

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Equations number 5 and 6 in Table 4 are motivated by the conceptual framework of Section

2, which implies that domestic reserve money growth responds to the rates of relevant foreign

reserve money growth under perfect substitutability but not under imperfect substitutability.

It follows, that the measures of accommodation for countries that are likely to be nearer to

perfect substitutability should come from Table 3 while the measures of accommodation for

countries that are likely to be characterized by imperfect substitutability should come from

Table 2. Regressions 5 and 6 in Table 4 implement this idea.

The US, the UK, Japan, Switzerland, Canada and Germany are classified as possessing

perfect substitutability of financial assets. Conventional wisdom implies that in such coun-

tries sterili~ed foreign exchange markrt intetventions are ineffective, so that the coefficient B in

equation (5) would be zero. The remaining countries are classified as having imperfect substi-

tutability. This classification is obviously somewhat judgemental. Moreover even for countries

like the US and Germany recent evidence dces not yield unconditional support for the conven-

tional view that sterilized interventions are ineffective (Dominguez and Frankel (1993a, 19936)).

But most economists would probably agree that sterilized interventions aze least likely to be

effective in the six countries that are classified here as possessing perfect substitutability of

financial assets.

The conceptual framework implies that reserve money growth in one country responds to

reserve money growth of some other countries. This may lead to simultaneity bias in the first

stage regressions of Table 3 in which the contemporaneous value o[ fi enters as a regressor.

This problem is important for the key currencies in which sterilized intervention is presumed to

be ineffective.ZS To examine whether the results of Table 4 are sensitive to such a potential bias

equation 5 is reestimated, for the countries with perfect substitutability, with accommodation

measures from FSR~s in which lagged (rather than contemporaneous) values of ~t' appear as

regressors. The results o( this experiment appear in equation 6 of Table 4. All ccefficients

~SThe prob]em doee not srise in the countriee with imper[ect aubstitutability eince in thoee countties p' ia not

supposed to enter aa a regresaor in the FSR in the firet plsce.

1LThrwe regressions are not shown.
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keep the same sign and, except for that of the cooperative peg, they become larger and more

significant.

5.3 Evidence on Institutions and Wage Accommodation

The most striking tesult is that the unilateral peg dummy is invaziably negative and significant.

By contrast the cooperative peg dummy is always insignificant. The coefócient of legal inde-

pendence is always negative and often significant. The coefficient of central bank vulnerability

is always positive and sometimes significant. It is also the case that legal independence tends

to become insignificant in the presence of the vulnerability index. We decided to try a SSR

that excludes Italy because of the uninterpretable (to us) negative and significant ccefficient of

unemployment in the FSR of this country. The exclusion of Italy improves the overall fit and

makes the ccefficients of legal independence, vulnerability and for the unilateral peg dummy,

all significant.

During the sample period the Mark floated against other key currencies like the 3 but

was on a fixed peg with other EMS currencies. All the second stage regressions in Table 3

treat Germany as having a cooperative peg. However, in order to examine the sensitivity

of the results to this classification the first regression in the table was reestimated excluding

Germany and Italy (not shown). Except for the fact that legal independence became somewhat

less significant all the qualitative results remained the same.

It is noteworthy that the mixed second stage regressions that incorporate our priors about

the effectiveness of sterihzed interventions in different countries yield a picture similaz to the

regressions that do not incorporate such priors. Particularly interesting is the fact that equation

(6) which incorporates those priors and also addresses potential simultaneity problems fits well

and yields significant effects for legal independence, political vulnerability of the central bank

and the unilateral peg dummy.

The above findings lead to the following more general conclusions:

I. Accommodation of wages is significantly lower under unilateral pegs than under flexible

rates.

2. There is no significant difference in the degree of wage accommodation between countries

with cooperative pegs and countries with flexible rates.

3. Accommodation of wages is weaker in countries with more legally independent central



banks. The sign of this effect is alwa,ys the same but it is not always significant.

Accommodation of wages is stronger in countries with more politically vulnerable central

banks (V higher). Whenever it is entered in the regressions V has a positive cce(ficient. But it

is not always significant.

5.4 Evidence on Institutions, Activism and the Accommodation of Foreign

Prices

Second stage regressions of the type that appear in Table 4 have been estimated also for the

responses of monetary policy to unemployment and to foreign price inflation. In the first case

the dependent variable is the t-statistic of the coefficient of unemployment from the FSR and

in the second it is the t-statistic of the coefficient of foreign price inflation from the FSR. Since

Lhe t-statistic is equal to the ratio between a response coefficient and its vaziance the dependent

variable reftects (as in Table 4) the magnitude as well as the significance of the ccefficient.

Most of the effects estimated in these SSR aze insignificant. But several exceptions arise.

They are summarized in what follows without presenting the estimation results explicitly.

First, the response of monetary policy to unemployment is smaller in countries with unilateral

pegs than in countries with flexible rates of exchange. This effect is usually significant. By

contrast there is no significant difference in this response between countries with cooperative

pegs and flexible rates of exchange. The effect of central bank vulnerability on the response of

monetary policy to unemployment is always positive but rarely significant. When a mixed SSR

for unemployment (analogous to equation (6) of Table 4) is estimated the significant effect of

the unilateral peg dummy is strengthened and that of CB vulnerability becomes significant.

In summary the evidence indicates that countries on unilateral pegs are less inclined than

others to use monetary poGcy to fight unemployment. The association is weaker than with

the tendency to lean against inflation, but the two patterns are consistent with the same

rmderl,ving policy priorities and philosophy. At first blush this appears to be consistent with

the hypothesis of Giavazai and Giovannini (1989) that limiting exchange rate ftexibility reduces

activism. Our empirical evidence is only partially supportive of this hypothesis, however, since

activism is found to be lower only in countries with unilateral pegs but not in countries with

cooperative pegs. This difference between cooperative and unilateral pegs is intriguing. It

rnay arise because most of the EMS countries relied on the other members and particularly on
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Germany to help them maintain their pegs.~~ They felt, therefore, freer to use monetary policy

to reduce unemployment. By contrast, countries on unilateral pegs perhaps telt that if they

do not take the measures necessary to maintain their pegs no one else would. There is also

relatively weak evidence that countries with more politically vulnerable central banks engage

in more activist monetary policies.

We turn next to the evidence on the effects of institutional variables on the accommodation

of foreign prices. None of the coefficients in the corresponding SSR are significant. But the

effects of legal independence and of the two types of pegs are invariably negative. Those results

are consistent with the view that countries with more independent central banks are more likely

to lean against foreign inflation - as implied by the results of Section 2. But the evidence on

this is rather weak.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented evidence from industrialized countries on the relationship between

the parameters of monetary reaction functions on one hand and central bank independence

and the type of exchange rate regime on the other. The main results may be summarized as

follows:

1. Accommodation of wage inflation is lower in countries with more legally independent

central banks.ZS It is also lower in countries with unilateral pegs than in countries with

ftexible exchange rates.

2. There is no significant difference in the degree of wage accommodation between countries

on cooperative pegs and countries with flexible exchange rates.

3. There is a positíve, although not always significant, relationship between the degree of

wage accommodation and the political vulnerability of the central bank. This result is

~~Obviously this argument does not apply to Cermany. The FSR for this country ahow no aignificant reaponse

o[ monetary policy to unemployment. Moreover, to the extent that there ia a reaponae to wage inflation it is o[

the "leaning againat the wind" type.

TaThe reaulta for Germany are consiatent with caeual empirical evidence; when the Metalworkera nnion in

Germany opened the 1995 round ot wage negotiations with a demand tor 6~o wage raiee, the Bundeabank said

that anything above 4olo would be unacceptable and would lead to monetary tightening. The Buodesbank hae s

reputation for following auch worda with actione (Oxtord Analytica, Ikcember 1, 1994).
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consistent with the view that legal independence alone does not capture all the dimensions

of actual independence. Some of those are reflected in the index of CB vulnerability.

4. Monetary policy in countries with unilateral pegs reacts less strongly to fluctuations in

the rate of unemployment than in countries with flexible exchange rates. There is no sig-

nificant difference in the degree of such policy activism between countries on cooperative

pegs and countries with ftexible rates of exchange. The first result is consistent with the

findings of Alogoskoufis and Smith (1991) and of Alogoskoufis (1992) who find inflation to

be less persistent in countries with fixed exchange rates. But the second result indicates

that the type of peg matters. Countries with cooperative pegs are not significantly less

activists than countries with flexible rates. Our results, thus, partially confirm those of

Alogoskoufis and Alogoskoufis and Smith. But they suggest, in addition that both central

bank independence as well as the type of exchange rate regime affect the degree of wage

accommodation.

5. 'lhe evidence does not support the view that p~licy is less aetivist in countries with more

legally independent central banks.

6. The degree of accommodation of foreign price inflation is not significantly related to either

CBI or the exchange rate regime. But some countries like Germany and Austria appeaz

to Iean against (oreign price inflation, while other countries like France and Belgium

accommodate it.

An important implication of the conceptual framework underlying the policy reaction func-

tions estimated is that when steri]ized interventions are effective, monetary policy should not

react to foreign rates of (high powered) monetary expansion. When sterilized interventions

are ineffective policy should also react to foreign monetary expansion under flexible rates and

only to foreign monetary expansion under fixed pegs. Many of the 17 industrialized countries

in our saanple are likety to be characterized by imperfect substitutability. But those with key

currencies like the US, Japan, the UK and Germany are, by conventional wisdom, characterized

by ineffective sterilized interventions. Since the exchange rates of most of these currencies are

Oexible, a priori considerations imply that their policy reaction functions respond to foreign

mone;, growth as well as to other vaziables. The estimated policy reaction functions usually

support this implication.
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The conventional view that under fixed pegs policymakers must totally subjugate domestic

money supply to the maintenance of the peg is probably not applicable to most of the countries

in our sample. It is generally not applicable to the key curtencies because most of them are

not pegged. [t is also not applicable to the other currencies since for most of them sterilized

interventions are likely to be effective. As a matter of fact, in view of the theory, evidence of

some significant response to variables other than foreign rates of monetary expansion may be

taken to indicate that sterilized interventions are effective in the country under consideration

or that its exchange rate is not really pegged or both.

In any case these considerations suggest that our (ocus on reserve money growth as the

monetary policy instrument does provide relevant information about the effect of monetazy

institutions on accommodation and the degree of anticycGcal activism. Future work may want

to experiment with other measures of the stance of monetary policy like net domestic credit as

well as with alternative measures of the real exchange rate, o( foreign prices and o[ the cyclical

position of the economy.



Appendix

1. Nominal Exchange R.ate Weights Used to Calculate Foreign

Price Inflation

'Che (ollowing weights reflect our judgement about the foreign currencies that policymakers

of a given country consider when making monetary policy decisions that affect the nominal

exchange rate. Our presumption is that in all the countries policymakers take as reference only

key currencies like the ~, the D-Mark, the Yen and the Pound-Sterling. In some countries that

have a record of serious pegging to a smaller number of currencies the set is even narrower.

I;xamples are Austria and the Ne[herlands which peg their currencies to the D-Mark. For

those countries we assign a weight of one to the D-Mark and a weight of zero to the other key

currencies.

Country

Reference Currenry

S DM Yen L'

Germany

Japan

Finland

Switzerland

Austria

Sweden

Ireland

Denmark

E3elgium

Norway

Spain

Italy
France
Netherlands
Canada
USA
UK

1~2 1~2
2~3 1~3
1~4 1~2 1~4
1~3 2~3

1
1~4 1~2 1~4

1

1~4 1~2 1~4
1

1~4 1~2 1~4
1

1~6 2~3 1~6

1~6 2~3 1~6
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2. Classification of Countries by Type of Exchange Rate

Regime for the Second Stage Regressions

Flexible or Dirty Float Pegged Unilaterally Pegged Cooperatively

Canada Austria Belgium

Japan Finland France

Spain Norway Denmark

Switzerland Sweden Germany'

UK Ireland

US Italy

Netherlands

' Reclassification of Germany as having a floating rate did not affect the qualitative results of

the second stage regressions.
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